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Patterns for Unequally Spaced Linear Arrays with an
Example II. PRELIMINARIES

ROY STREIT Let !(x) be a real valued continuous function defintod on the
closedmterval [a,b]. The norm off(x) , denoted Ilf/lro,bl, is defined to be

Abstract-Dolph's method for detemrlning the optimum element II f Ilro,b) = max 1 f(x) I.
currents for half-wavelength equispaced discrete linear arrays is oSz:;b
gellf:rlllized to symmetric discrete linear arrays. The theorem proved Now let h, (x),,. . ,hN (x) be a given finite collection of real valued
gives sufficient conditions for the existence of optimum beam pat- continuous functions defined on the closed interval [a,b]. The linear
teflls fOI arrays with elements symmetrically positioned about the span of these basis functions is a proper closed subspace of the space
Ilrray cf:nter, but with fixed unequal spacings between the elements. of all continuous functions on the interval [a,b] equipped with this
The conditions are such that the Remes exchange algorithm for max norm. It is known that there exist real constants a"...,aN
mininlu approximation of functions can be employed to compute such that
the optimum element currents corresponding to an optimum beam N
pattern directlY.trom the given s~acings of the. ~lements. Half-wave- 1/ f(x) - }::; a;h;(x) Ilro,b)

le'lgth spaced lInear arrays satisfy the condItions of the theorem; ,-,
therefore, it provides a new method of calculating the welI-known . . . Th f t. h( ) ~ N h ( ) . d fi ed b. IS a mInimum. e unc Ion x - L... I a X IS e n to e
Dolph-Chebysllev element currents. An example WIth unequal a . . . . t. t th f '-t o " f h b . . .. ' . mlnlmlax approxllna Ion 0 e unc Ion f(x) rom t e asIS

~pacll1gs IS rncluded to show the utIlIty of the method even when the h ( ) h ( ) Th . I h h b . f .h th f th th t b t ' x ,..., N X . e crucla property t at t ese aslS unctions
ypo eses 0 e eorem may no e me . . f . . . .must satls y to guarantee the uniqueness of a mInimax approxllna-

tion is embodied in the definition: the functions h,(x),...,h.v(x)
I, I~TROJ)UCTIO~ form a Chebyshev basis of degree N on the closed interval [a,b], if

and only if every nontrivial linear combination of these functions
Ort.iniUlIi beam pattern~ and element currents for single frequency possesses at most N - 1 real roots in the interval [a,b]. A particularly

lilJe/lr Iirr'lY" with IL finite mlmber of omnidirectional half-wavelength well-known Chebyshev basis is the collection I,x,.. .,xN-I on any
",p"1;("l el"lIIent" were determined by })olph [1] through Ii technique finite or infinite interval. It is possible that a given collection of
i"vo!vil'l{ Ihe Chebyshev polynomials. All these beam patterns have functions may be a Chebyshev basis on one interval but not on
eq":IIllJllp!ilude sidelobes, Sufficient conditions are given here for al1other. It can be shown that the functions h,(x),...,hN(x) form
symwetric line/lr arrays to possess optimum beam patterns with a Chebyshev basis on the interval [a,b], if and only if the deter-
eq",,1 /lmplit.ude sidelobes, This feature is precisely the fact needed minants
in til., l'I.!"ull\ti'ID of the element (:urrents. h (x) h (x) ... h (x')TI.e d"fillitio/l "f ILIJ optimum beam pattern uo;ed in Dolph's l' '" . .,

purer will he lL""'Il: n beam pattern is optimum if, fur a given main h (x ) h (x ) ... h ( )' III ll .dlb l. d '.'. dB ","" IX...iI.t'f:hp:IJ'IWlll',tleoverll Sl eo eampltu elsmrnnnlze. eam- U(Xlo..',XN) = . ;0£0

"illth i. mt:a..I,red frol1l the maximllIn rel!ponse axis to the fu'St null. .
The line:lr "rray" t:onsidered in this paper are those whose elements .
lire ">/lIJ/lclri'.ally III/aced and have symmetrically tapered element hN(x,) hN(XI) ... hN(XN)

'.'11'1'",'1," ahuul tilt' ('ellter of the array.
for all points Xi, such that

a~x.<xI<...<xN-,<x...~b.
The reader is referred to Karlin and Studden [2] for a proof of this
and other equivalent formulations of a Chebyshev basis, as well as
for a proof of the following fundamental theorem.

Theorem

Let h,(x),'..,hN(x) be a Chebyshev basis on the interval [a,b].
Then h(x) = }::; i~I a;hi(x), for some real constants a;, is a 1I1ini-
max approximation to f(x) on [a,b], if and only if there exist at ,
least N + I points a ~ Xo < XI < ... < XM ~ b, }"f > N, such
that

f(x,)-h(x;)=:rlif-hlllo,b), i=O,'..,.V
and the sign of the error slternates from point to point. Further-
more, the approximating function h(x) is unique.

In other ~'ords there exists exactly one linear combination of the N
Chebyshev basis functions whic.h has at least N + I points of
equiripple (but alternately signed) error for a given function f(x).
and it is this linear combination that forms the unique mininlax
approximation to f(x). If the basis functions do not form a

;\.1'I'I'~"',.rll't rol",I"",1 .J:l.1Iuat;y }6, 1,974: rfl"isfldAugust 17, 1974. Chebyshev basis, however, the minimax error curve need /lot be
III" aU' ",.r i. "ill! \110 ~a'al v1Iderwater :!ystems Center X e"uiri

pp le1.lmll,," 1.II)Joratory. :-;"w London, Conn. 06320. . . ew -. '

The Remes exchange algorithm [3] empluys the equal oscillation
error of the minimax approximation to compute the constants
alo. . . ,aN. The algorithm is iterative and has been shown to converge

under very general conditions.

,
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III. THE SUFFICIENCY THEOREM has a strictly smaller sidelobe level on the interval [III,T). Hi,\{'e/(ll)
has at least N points of maximum error on [1/.,..),/(11) hII-" lit "'I1-'!t

As stated in the introduction, every linear array considered is N - 1 points of mllximum error on [14,T) , It i.. cll"'r th"t. :LilY
assumed to be symmetric and to have symmetrically tapered element fllnction which is conlltrained to agree wit.h I at II = II,. whi"h i'!

cl.lrrents about the array's center. If the center of an M element everywhere strictly less than I on [UI,..), mU$t. illte1"!!c!'t I in at JellRt
linear array is chosen as the origin of the coordinate system, then the N - 1 points in the interval [UI,..), Additionally, 1(0) = (I (0), ",)
field pattern, 8." a function of the angle measured from a normal to that f and g mu.'!t IIgree with atlE's.'!t ,V points in [O,T). 1-f"w!'vI'r,

the array, is proportional to the absolute value of f(u) - g(u) is then a linear colnbinlltion of the fUllctil,nll (2),

N
( 2"X' ) which has at least N zeros on [0,..), contraclictin~ the. definitir\1I nf

}: a; co." 7 sin 8, 0 ~ 8 ~ 2.. II Chebyshev basi." unles.'! I = (I, Thus I jll the I\1liqll~ opt im'lnl li!'lf!

;-1 pattern for a beamwidth of 8.,
where To complete the proof of the theorem, we neer{ VI demonstrll\e[ ] that for each angle 8 > 8., there exists a number 11" II" < 11. < T,

N - ~ $uch that the function

2 f(u) = "1'1 cos ~III + ... + 'Y.V-I ('os ~V_.," .1- cr,g ~vll

>- wavelength of design frequency
X; distance of ith element (counted from the center of the array) has 11, = .. sin 8 as its first real root greater than or equal to Ii",

a; current of the elements at X, (if M is odd, al is half the current). where }:'t-tl 'Y; cos ~,I' is the uniform IIpproximl\tioll to -cO!' ~,\'II
on [I1.,T). Sin('e [11.,..) C [I'.,T), the collection of f\ll1rtiOIIIl !:I,

Putting u = ". sin 8 and restricting 8 to 0 ~ 8 ~ ../2 to utilize must form a Chebyshev bllSis on all interval.- [11.,..), !If) that t!l"

symmetry, the field pattern is proportional to the absolute value of function f(u) is well-defined for each 11.. Al.'!o 11. > ". impliCR thllt

11, > u, (UI 8.'! defined ellrlier) since otherwi$e the I.,Pllm plittE'rll fnr

l"(u) = i: a. cos (~,1l), 0 ~ U ~ .. (1) ". beamwjdth of 8. is not optimum. Finally, .I\.'! '" i" v"ri<'d "011-

;-1 tmuously, the constants 'YI,...,'YN-I vllry contmuoullly, "0 th:LI, t.1le
h /( ' /2) ' I N W I h 0 < " < < first real zero greater thlln 11. varies continuously, Rince 11. ml\Y h"

were~;-x;" ,t-,..., , eawaysave _~1<'" ' , , '
F th Ii Id tt P( ) d fi d . (1) d fi , .d I b taken &." close to .. lIS dffilrecl, It must be the CI\.'Ie that fOt 1l00IIC II"

~N. or e e pa ern u e ne m ,we e ne I Ie 81 e 0 e .'
I I th . t I [ ) t b th IIP( )11 h thefirstrealzerooff(I')greaterthllnl1.lseqllaltf)Tsm8.
eve on e In erva U,," 0 e e norm u (01..-)0 were

UI > 0 is the first null of P(u). We define the sidelobe ratio on the
same interval to be the ratio I prO) 1 + II P(u) II (01,-1. Nf)te that IV. DOLPH-CHERYRHEV RHAmNG,q AR A ~r'!~CL'L (;A~F:
both these tE'rms are in linear units, Also, the symbol for t.1Ie half- . .
open interval [a,b) is interpreted to mean the clo!jed intel'V:l1 As m,entloned I~ the mtroductlon. the Dolph-(A!f\by.-hev.llhl1("n~
[a,b - .J, where. is some preselected IImall positive number, We a~e des'~ned specIfically for a half-wavelength equI"pac~ line orr".\,

now 8tate and prove the main result. \\e consIder here only the ca.'!e of 2,V, N ~ I, elements In thc :Irray,
For an odd nllmber of elements, the I\r~lIment" "re p"-"elltinlly 1\11-

Su,(liciency Theorem changed. Collnting from the center of the IIrray, the po.,.itiml x; ..f
. the ith element is

Suppo.'!e that the functlon.'! (2i - 1)>-
COS(~IU) ,cos(~.vu) (2) x;= -;;- 2' i=I,...,i\'

form a Chebyshev basis on the interval [0,..), and that the flln<,tion$ \\'here >- js the wllvelength of the desiKn frequency. Then

COS(~IU),...,COS(~N-IU) (3) 2Xi (2i-l)~i= -=--
form II Chebyshev basi.'! on the interval [U.,T) for some realllumber >- 2

Uo, 0 ~ u. <.., Then there is an angle 8., 0 ~ 8. < T/2, such that so that from (1), the field pllttenl i8 proportion III t,) be IIb"olute
for any specified beamwidth 8, 8. ~ 8 < ../2, there exists a unique vallie of
optimum fi~ld patten!. This optimum field pattern will have equal .v (2i- 1 )amplitude sldelobes. P(II) = }: a. COB -- U

i-I 2
Proof: Since the functionll (3) form a Chebyshev basis on the. '

interval [U.,T), there must exist a unique minimax approximation wherE' a; IS the element <,~rent nf the It.h ~Iement from th~ center

to the function -cos (~,vu) from this basis; that is, there exist of the array. The Dolph- ,hebyshev coefficients are detennul<'d f'Jr

constants "I,. . . ,a.v -I such that each specified beamwidth grellter than zero. Tf) opply th" Ih('orcln

of ~ection III, it ill necessllrY to IIhow thllt the ,v null'tions
-COS~NI' =aICos~lu+ ... +a,V-lcoS~.\.-II'. () ( ) (2" )u 3 Iv - 1 .. . . ., COB - COB -I' ... "OS ---,

Thus If e. 1$ the mllglutude of the maxImum error commItted by thL- 2' 2 ' ,. 2 I (4)

Ilnif,'rm approximation, then the function II h " f . 1\11 tel. - 1 unction"

f(u) Eal COS~IU + ... + aN-lcos~.V-lu + cOS~.\.I' (u) (3 ) (2K - 3 ). cos - ,<,os -11 ,...,<'f),! -u
mu.'!t oscillate abollt the zero function ill the interval [II.,T) with the 2 2 2
magnitude of the oscillation no greater than e. and with at least fonn Chebyshev b..es 01 th ' te 1. [() d r ) .1. ,. h ... ~ lel11l'Vallj,..anu.,..,~lere

(N - 1) + 1 = .\ points were the oscillatIon IS exactl:\:, eo. Let III II. = 0 here, Consider, then, any linear combination of the run('-

be the first zero of I(u) greater than If. and let 8. = Sin-I (1i1/T). tiOI\1I (4)

We (,Iaim thot 1(1') COllstitutes the optimum field pattern for 1\ .
beamwidth to the first null of 8.. For if this Pattern is not Op timlln\

, f(1 ) ~,, (2i - 1 ) 0 < <, = ,(; ,co.'! ---II ""
there exists another field pattern function ;-1 2'-

g(u)=PICOS~IU+...+PN-ICOS~.\"-IU+PNCOS~.VII N ( U)= }:P;T';_I cos-
suchthatg(O) =f(O),ulisthesmallestpositiverootofg(I,),andg ;-1 2

,
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TABLE I
OPT\:l/UM ELE:l/ENT CURRE~"TS FOR 'FIELD PATTER. 'IS GIVt;N I~

FIG. 1 WITH A COMPARISON TO OPTIMIZF:D EQUISPACED ARRAYS
.

uo .40138 .50138 .66138 .78138 .88138

Element Currents
a .66524 1.40005 2.60994 4.23857 5.99725

1

a .56748 1.14597 2.03999 3.16892 4.32041
2

a .41913 .79211 1.30817 1.88695 2.41420
3

a .23500 .39087 .54719 .66452 .73742
4

a 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
5

Side-Lobe Level (dB) -9.92 -14.91 -20.11 -25.12 -29.50

Beamwldth (deg) 9.72 11.68 13.73 15.74 17.50

Beamwldth (deg) 9.69 11.57 13.62 15.65 17.49
for 10-element,
halt-\vavelength,
equispaced array with
Dolph-Chebyshev tor
the same side-lobe
levels.

where T'i-1 is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree 2i - 1. Put are not either. The example presented here shows the utility of the
u = 2 cos-1 (%). Then 0 < % ~ 1 and approach even when the hypotheses of the theorem of Section III

.v do not apply.
f(u) ~g(%) = L~iT'i-I(%) Ma [4J describes what is essentially the Remes exchange algorithm

i-I and applies it to the 6ynthesis of nonuniformly spaced arrays. How-
so that g(x) is a polynomial of degree at most 2N - 1. Thus g(x) ever, Ma ~eeks ap~r.oximations to the functionf(u) = exp (-Au'),
can have at most 2N - 1 zeros in any interval. Furthermore, g(%) whe~ A IS a posItIve rea;! number, ~o that the element cu~nts
is an odd function and so can have at most N - 1 zeros in the interval obtaIned are only approXImately optunum. To find the optimum

(O,IJ, so thatf(u) can have at most N - 1 zeros in [O,~). Hence elementcur:e:nts,proceed.asin.theproofoftheth~oreminSectionIIl
the functions (4) form a Chebyshev basis on the interval [O,~). to find a mmunax approxunatlon to -cos (~.u) m the form
Replacing N by N - 1 in this argument shows that the functions (5) . ~
also form the required basis. -CDS (~.u) = L.. a. cos (~.u) (6)

By the theorem of Section III, for each specified beamwidth,. i-I ..
8 ;?: 0, there exists a unique optimum field pattern and a unique set o.n some Interval [~,~), ~ > O. ~he.erro~ curve of thIS apprOXIma-
of element currents. These currents are the Dolph-Chebyshev tlon over the full mte.rval [O,~) ~s IdentIcally the optimum beam
coefficients for the beamwidth 8. It should be pointed out that, pattern for the beamwIdth determIned by the first null. The param-
if 0 ~ 8 < ~ / (4N - 2), the sidelobes have larger amplitude than eter Ito .alone controls the t:adeo.ff between t~e sidelobe level and the
the main lobe. The next section shows how the Remes exchange beamWldth. Therefore, Uo IS vaned systematically here.
algorithm may be used as an alternative means of calculating the ~o begin, the Dolph-Chebyshev coefficients corresponding to
Dolph-Chebyshev coefficients, although the usual methods of cal- a sIdelobe level of R = -10 dB.were used as the initial guess for
culatiqn of these coefficients are preferable to this method. aI, a" a" and a" SO that the choIce

v. EXAMPLE ~ = 2 cos-~ (t) :, 0.40138

The example chosen is a ten-element linear array with the elements was made, where
loca~ at positions proportional to the abscissas of a ten-point 1 {[ . JIlL [ JIlL }GauSSIan quadrature formula: Zo = 2" r + (r' - 1)1" + r - (r' - 1)1"

n = 0.68788 .
~, = 2.00253 ,:,Ith L - M - 1 = 9 and r = 10RI... With this initial guess on this
~. = 3.13926 Interval, the Remes exchange algorithm computed the minimax
~, = 3.99708 ~pproximation (6) in two iterations and produced a result shown
~. = 4.50000. m Table I. To continue the procedure, ~ was incremented by 0.01,

and the Remes algorithm employed again using these newly com-
The length of this array is the same as that of a ten-element hali- puted coefficients as the initial guess on this smaller interval. Con-
wavelength equispaced array, but the element positions are suO- vergence occurred in two iterations, the beamwidth increased
stantially displaced from equal spacing. An effort to verify that the slightly, and the sidelobe level reduced to -10.3 dB. Continuing in
functions (2) and (3) form Chebyshev bases in this case was un- this fashion, ~ was systematically increased from 0.40138 to 1.02138.
succ~ul, and direct numerical verification was not attempted. Representative beam patterns appear in Fig. 1 and the corresponding
Instead, the Remes exchange algorithm wss employed immediately element currents in Table I. Notice that the beamwidths attainable
to find the e!ement currents, and the observed behavior of the by the Dolph-Ch~byshev current amplitudes for an equispaced
algorithm itself was used to make inferences about the functions (2) array are remarkably close to those obtained in this example.
and (3). In this case, it will be seen that the functi(!ns (2) are not, By inspecting the beam patterns with the three lowest sidelobe
in fact, a Cjlebyshev basis, and that it is likely that the functions (ii) levels, it is seen that each of these beam patterns possesses 5 zeros.
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12} S. Karlin and W. J. Studden. Tchebl/shl'ff Systems: With Applications. in Anall/sis and Statistics. New York: WII"y. 1966.
(3) T. J. Rlvlln. An Introduction to the Approrimation at Function.,.
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"V pp. 833-834, Sept. 1965.
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Fig. 1. Optimum fteld patterns fo~ ten-element symmetrically positioned
and unequally spaced linear array.

Since each of these beam patterns is also identically the error curve
of a minimax approximation (6) on an interval [u.,r), it must be
concluded that the functions (2) do not form a Chebyshev basis on
the interval [O,r). Consequently, the element currents may not be
unique.

For each iteration of the Remes exchange algorithm, the solution
of a system of linear equations is required. If there are N - 1
Chebyshev bMis elements, then one equation in N unknowns is
established for each point where equiripple error should occur. By
the theorem in Section II, there must be at least (N - 1) + 1 = N
points of equiripple error. In the five results given for the present
example, there are exactly N = 5 points of equiripple error, counting
one point on the main lobe down at the sidelobe level (at u = u.),
so that unexpected numerical difficulties do not occur. To proceed
further than these results requires the solution of six equations in
five unknowns, because of the growth of the extra lobe at 8 = 90..
The straightforward procedure of solving any five of these six
equations proved unsatisfactory because erratic behavior developed
in the sidelobe corresponding to the equation deleted. An attempt
to solve all six equations in both the least squares sense and the
least maximum error sense by employing the generalized inverse of
the coefficient matrix also proved unsatisfactory. It would seem,
then, that either numerical difficulties are the cause of the problem
or that the functions (3) do not form a Chebyshev basis. The author
favors the latter possibility.

It should be noted that the Dolph-Chebyshev element currents
for both a 10-element and a50-element half-wavelength equispaced
array have been computed in the aforementioned manner without dif-
ficulty from -10 dB to over -70 dB. (In these cases, an extra side
lobe at 90. never develops.) Unequally spaced arrays with as many
as 50 elements have also been successfully treated by this method.

All calculations were performed in double precision on the Univac
1108. Total CPU time, including plot generation for the example
giyen was 67 s, although a more carefully written program could
have reduced this time by at least a factor of two. A total of 63 sets
of current amplitudes were computed.

VI. SUMMARY

Sufficient conditions for the existence of optimum field patterns
for symmetrically spaced and amplitude tapered linear arrays have "'

been proved. The theorem proved is a generalization of the work of
Dolph on 'half-wavelength spaced linear arrays. A well-known
algorithm from approximation theory has been employed in an
example to compute the element currents corresponding to the
optimum beam patterns using only the given element spacings
themselves.
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